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Bush slates summit for December
Not to interfere with spring summit

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Bush, citing rapid changes in the Eastern Bloc, said Tuesday he will hold two-day talks in December with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev aboard U.S. and Soviet naval ships in the Mediterranean.

The announcement of the Dec. 2-3 summit was made simultane­ously by Bush at the White House and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, in Moscow. Bush said the meeting will not

interfere with plans for a full-scale, superpower summit in the spring or early summer, aimed mainly at concluding a strategic arms agree­ment.

In a 40-minute hastily called news conference, Bush insisted "neither President Gorbachev nor I anticipate that substantial decisions or agreements will emerge" during the upcoming meeting.

"Our talks will be informal in character, designed to allow us to become better acquainted with one another and to deepen our respec­tive understanding of each other's views," the president said.

Bush closed the session today by noting some changes in the Eastern Bloc, and said: "Bush has been criticized by Congress for being too timid about responding to those historical­cal changes.

Another key item expected to be discussed is the crumbling of the Berlin Wall. Bush said he was "very certain" the U.S. National Intelligence channels, including trade as well as arms control.

Senate Democratic leader George Mitchell of Maine agreed, but again charged that Bush has been timid in responding to events in Eastern Europe. "The mere fact of a meeting doesn't deal with the substance of policy," he said.

House Speaker Tom Foley, D-Wash., called the meeting "a very positive thing," and Senate Republican leader Robert Dole said, "just getting together is a plus."

Rita Nitz to be sentenced

By Douglas Powell
Staff Writer
United Press International

Rita Nitz, convicted of first-degree murder of Michael Miley in Sept. 21, is scheduled to be sen­tenced today in Rochester, N.Y., County Court, Williamson County State's Attorney Charles Garnati said.

Nitz's defense lawyer Robert Drew will ask Judge Donald Lowery for a new trial, which Garnati said is "a standard procedure."

"I'm not surprised Drew has filed a motion for a new trial," he said. "Union County.

See NITZ, Page 7

Apology

The Daily Egyptian apologizes for being insensitive in the han­dling of the death of William Levelstrom. The story appeared Tuesday.

This Morning

Blood drive to start Sunday

— Page 6
Contra rebels take farm cooperative

— Page 13
Salukis look to next season

— Sports 24

Cloudy, 60°

Cost of Halloween weekend down $818 from last year

By Lisa Miller
Staff Writer

Officials estimate the cost of the Halloween weekend to the city was $18,889, an $818 decrease from last year.

A report from Deputy City Manager Jeff Doherty revealed that the costs were down 4 percent from last year and because of the repeal of the Halloween Fair Days Ordinance, the breakdown of the costs among the city departments varied from previous years.

In most areas the costs decreased, but the cost of employ­ing police services increased 112 percent from last year.

In 1989, the cost for police pres­ence was $6,122, the cost in 1989 skyrocked to $12,962.

"This increase reflects the police presence on the streets starting in mid-autumn this year and the need to keep the streets clear in the early mornings this year," the report said.

Public works' cost decreased 58 percent, when compared to last year.

See COUNCIL, Page 7

New system will make registration less hectic

By Chris Wailka
Staff Writer

The "Woody Shuffle" may become a little less hectic as a new student information system nears full implementation on campus.

The system, purchased from Information Associates, Inc., will replace the current system. Roland Kein, associate director of admissions and records and system coordi­nator for the campus, said.

The system will be used by all offices dealing with students. The new system differs from the old in that it provides a central core of student-related information. The old system was one in which each office had its own records, and records from other student-related offices had to be transferred in document form to the one record-keeping the information.

Kein said the system was criti­cized from the Rochester, New York-based firm for a licensing fee of $431,000. He said the cost was spread out over a period of five fiscal years, from 1987-1992, and the total cost of the new system may be audited by an independent body.

By Lisa Miller
Staff Writer

Gus says the Woody Shuffle is becoming the Two-step.

See REGISTRATION, Page 7

Candidate fights for SIU post

By Theresa Livingston
Staff Writer

A governor-appointed candi­date for the SIU Board of Trustees said Tuesday she doesn't think the position requires a nominee who resides in the area or attended the University.

Molly D'Esposito, a Winneka resident who will be nominated in October to replace a retiring board member, said the thought she was qualified for the position because of her interest in improving the University.

"The most important qualifica­tion for this (the board) is having the best interest of the University at heart," D'Esposito said. "Whether or not the individual has the time, the energy and the qual­ifications to do the job at hand should be the criteria."

See TRUSTEES, Page 7

In the bag

A group of trick-or-treaters from the Child Study Coop gather outside the Communications Building Tuesday afternoon in search of some Halloween goodies. The children beat the spookiness of the day by hitting the streets early in the day.
The pilot of a Navy F/A-18 Hornet that crashed in Croatia after a mandatory duty break on June 30 may have mistook the enemy for the intended target, the Navy said Tuesday.

Lt. Cmdr. Craig Quigley, commander of Strike Fighter Squadron 41, said the pilot had planned to fire a drilling round from his jet's 20mm cannon and accidentally dropped a 500-pound bomb on a passing car instead.

The bomb killed a passenger in the vehicle and damaged the car, but did not injure anyone else.

Quigley said the pilot had been flying for about 10 minutes when he mistook the Reeves for the intended target during night flight training on the Mediterranean Sea. The pilot was熟练 in the aircraft, which is capable of flying up to 600 miles per hour.

Quigley added that the pilot had not been involved in any prior incidents and that the Navy was conducting an investigation into the incident.

The jet was assigned to the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Florida.

every day lunch buffet $3.95
 includes 8 main dishes, 9 appetizers, salad bar, and fresh fruit
wednesday dinner buffet $4.95
 includes 10 main dishes, appetizers, salad bar, and fresh fruit
buy one, get second 1/2 price!

Shoe Repair Special
Reg. Now
Men's Half Sole $17.75 $14.75
Men's Heel $7.00 $ 5.00
Ladies' Heel $4.00 $ 2.00
Also Leather Jacket repair, alterations, redyeing, and cleaning
At Barefoot Cobbler
221 West Walnut 457-8631
Murdale Shoe Repair 529-2193

The American Tap
"The Only Saluki Sports Bar"
Happy Hump Day
$2.50 Pitchers
Lite $1.75
50¢ Drafts
95¢ Jack Daniels
95¢ Tanqueray

Post Halloween Bash
This Saturday Night

25¢ Shots of Schnapps
Tropical Grape & Passion Fruit
$3.25 Pitchers

COUPON

Lunch Specials
Only $3.95
This coupon entitles the bearer to purchase any lunch special for only $3.95.
Includes any item on luncheon menu. Offer expires 11:00am-4:00pm.
Offer Expires 11-22-89 DE
This offer good at the University Mall, Carbondale only. Always one coupon per customer. Gratuity and tax not included.

COUPON

Buy One, Get One Free
This coupon entitles the bearer to purchase any regular order of pasta and receive any order of pasta of equal or lesser value free.
Offer Expires 11-22-89 DE
This offer good at the University Mall, Carbondale and is not valid with any other offers, pasta specials, or discounts.

Newswire

World/Nation

Bogota mayoral candidate for Liberal Party fatally shot

BOGOTA, Colombia (UPI) - Gunmen firing from a passing car shot and killed a Liberal Party mayoral candidate and his brother-in-law near Bogota, prompting authorities to impose a curfew after supporters filled the streets to protest the killing. It was not immediately known if the incident in the municipality of Puerto Lopez, 18 miles southeast of the capital, was linked to the war between the Liberal Party-Tututululur government and the powerful cocaine cartels. Police and Fabio R大, the Liberal Party's mayoral candidate, and his brother-in-law, Norberto Vazquez, were fatally shot Tuesday in the central plaza of Puerto Lopez.

U.S. cruiser mistaken for intended target

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The pilot of a Navy F/A-18 Hornet that shot down a 500-pound bomb on the cruiser USS Reeves in the Indian Ocean "mistook the Reeves for his intended target" during night flight training, the Navy said Tuesday. But it was not clear how the pilot became so confused that he thought he could bomb an American warship, Lt. Cmdr. Craig Quigley said, adding that the cruiser was not a target during the weapons practice. "Clearly, he mistook the Reeves for his intended target," Quigley said. "The best we have is that there was a floating target about 5 miles away" from the cruiser.

GOP rejects Democratic capital gains deal

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Key Republicans rejected a Democratic offer Tuesday to set up a separate Senate vote on cutting the capital gains tax as a way of a bail to break a legislative stalemate over averkey bill. Assistant Senate Republican leader Alan Simpson of Wyoming said that while "there was no leadership position," there is no Democratic plan during the weekly GOP Senate luncheon, many Republicans oppose it.

Test pilot: DC-10 Safe landing impossible

SIOUX CITY, Iowa (UPI) - A safe landing of a crippled DC-10 that crashed in Iowa last summer was virtually impossible, a test pilot told government investigators Tuesday. The survivability of the aircraft was one of the key factors in examining the National Transportation Safety Board, which convened a hearing to gather facts about the July 19 crash-landing of United Flight 232. The jumbo jet cartwheeled down the runway of the Sioux Gateway Airport, killing 112 people, but 184 survived, including the entire cockpit crew.

Educators: Campus racism blamed on fears

ATLANTA (UPI) - College campuses are fast becoming the scenes of racial slurs and other attacks on minorities, educators said Tuesday, blaming the rise in racism on fears of fear losing privilege and power. "I don't want to lay all this to ignorance," said Charles Moody, vice president of minority affairs at the University of Michigan. "People know what they're doing. People want to preserve this advantage."

Jury to investigate shooting by police officer in Rockford

ROCKFORD (UPI) - A Winnebago County grand jury next month will review evidence in the Oct. 29 shooting of an unarmed man by a police officer, State's Attorney Paul Logli said Tuesday. Logli said he called the Nov. 8 session "for the express purposes of reviewing the case involving Rockford police officer James Kelley."

Corrections/Clarifications

The fall break next year will last from Oct. 26 through Oct 30. This information was incorrectly reported in Tuesday's Daily Egyptian.

Accuracy Desk

The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk. If readers spot an error, they can call 536-3311, extension 252 or 229.

Copied by the Illinois News Bureau, a member of the Illinois Newspaper Association.
Logan to host Autumnfest

John A. Logan College will host its 15th annual Autumnfest from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Nov. 11 and 12. More than 100 exhibitors are expected at this year’s Autumnfest, a pre-Holiday arts and crafts show that attracted 24,000 individuals last year. Food will be served on both days.

John A. Logan College hosted its first on-campus craft show in the spring of 1975 as part of the 1975-76 Bicentennial celebrations.

FREE AMC® Movie Pass
When Purchasing
Amtrak
Tickets at
Borgsmiller Travels

700 S. Illinois Ave.
(618) 529-5511

KÖPİES & MORE
NEW LOCATION
809 S. Illinois Ave. 529-5679

2¢ COPIES
With this coupon and cash with order. 100 or more within 2.5 x 11" plain paper copies or a single sized page. Not valid after: 24 hour turnaround. Colored papers, coloring, folding & stapling available. Expires 11/15/06

Doctoral students to present two-part poetry production

Performances scheduled for Thursday, Friday on campus, childhood events

By Katherine Lydon
Staff Writer

"Writing Home," a two-part poetry production by Janet Redman and Jim Ferris. Doctoral students in performance studies, will be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday at the Calypso Stage.

The first half of the performance consists solely of Redman's work and acting.

With 13 family narratives that flow with a central theme, Redman tells of a genuinely occasional and creative childhood and home in the desert of New Mexico.

"I'm living proof that chili is an addictive substance," she says, which is an indication of her absolutely upbeat and light performance.

Redman vividly expresses the landscape, experiences and feelings in her narrative with the enthusiasm of a child ranging somewhere between 6 and 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Nov. 11 and 12.

In/for a landing
Joel Koster, a junior in product design from Carbondale, scans into the air Monday afternoon, off of a ramp just south of Carbondale off Illinois Route 51.

Logan to host Autumnfest

John A. Logan College will host its 15th annual Autumnfest from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Nov. 11 and 12. More than 100 exhibitors are expected at this year's Autumnfest, a pre-Holiday arts and crafts show that attracted 24,000 individuals last year. Food will be served on both days.

John A. Logan College hosted its first on-campus craft show in the spring of 1975 as part of the 1975-76 Bicentennial celebrations.

FREE AMC® Movie Pass
When Purchasing
Amtrak
Tickets at
Borgsmiller Travels

700 S. Illinois Ave.
(618) 529-5511

KÖPİES & MORE
NEW LOCATION
809 S. Illinois Ave. 529-5679

2¢ COPIES
With this coupon and cash with order. 100 or more within 2.5 x 11" plain paper copies or a single sized page. Not valid after: 24 hour turnaround. Colored papers, coloring, folding & stapling available. Expires 11/15/06

Daisy Mae
All You Care To Eat

Build Your Own Taco And Sandwiches
Hot Food Bar
Salad Bar
Fresh Fruit
Desserts
$3.25

Soft Drink 75¢
Free Refills

Giant Egg Roll $1.00
Crab Rangoon (6) $1.50
Chili $1.00
BEEF VEGETABLE SOUP $1.00

SWEET & SOUR
CHICKEN $2.50
Pork $2.50
SHRIMP $2.95

BROCCOLI
BEEF $2.65
CHICKEN $1.65
SHRIMP $2.95

PEPPERS
BEEF $2.65
CHICKEN $2.65
SHRIMP $2.95

ORIENTAL SPECIALS
Bar-B-Que Pork $2.50
Pork Steak $2.50
Chicken $1.99
Shrimp $2.50

(Prices subject to change. Check with server before ordering.)

Daisy Mae's

Daisy Mae's

457-0303/0304
516 S. Illinois
Carbondale

El Greco

An abundance of choice beef with Greek seasoning, tomato sauce, fresh onions, rich sour cream, served steaming on pita bread.

El Greco

THE BEST!

We Deliver!

457-0303/0304
516 S. Illinois
Carbondale
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Prof receives award and helps students

WHI GRATULIEREN, Herr Dr. Lieffeld.

For those of you who are not familiar with the German Language, we are taking this opportunity to congratulate Lieffeld on receiving the Lieutenant Governor's Award for Scholarly Contributions to Foreign Language Learning.

Lieffeld has taught at this University for 30 years, and is the co-author of a series of textbooks entitled "German 101".

Lieffeld was born, raised, and educated in Germany. On a fellowship to SIU-C, Lieffeld received his master's degree. He stayed in American to teach at the University in 1959, and began writing in 1970.

DURING A reign as department chair from 1981-1987, he also initiated the Southern Illinois Foreign Language Teachers' Association.

Lieffeld's academic accomplishments have been recognized, and rightly so. However, there is something else. Dr. Lieffeld is a professor does for this University that is highly laudable.

In a world where ethics are often sacrificed in the name of the great dollar bill, this professor shows no remorse for this ethical duty.

The royalties from the sale of Lieffeld's books created a conflict of interests when SIU-C began to use the text in German classes. This caused Lieffeld to think twice about how to spend the money he was receiving from his book royalties.

After reflection, Lieffeld performed an admirable deed. He started a scholarship fund in connection with the University Foundation, utilizing the money from his book royalties.

NINE STUDENTS received a full tuition scholarship this year at SIU-C.

This is the mark of a true educator. Lieffeld has used his vast knowledge to compose text books, and in turn he is using that knowledge to make the royalties to aid some students in pursuing a career in higher education.

It is no secret that many people do not have the luxury of an education, something that many of us take for granted. However, Lieffeld has made it his mission to pursue educational aspirations that would have otherwise been denied.

What Lieffeld has done is turn his prosperous fate around by investing a gift of education to a lucky few.

We applaud Professor Lieffeld. His is not only well deserved academically but also philanthropically.

Letters

Halloween coverage inaccurate

The story printed in Monday's Daily Egyptian following Friday's story on the Strip was lacking in several respects.

First of all the party at 401 College was broken up by police, not the SWAT team and not the police line back. As the reporter was present when this happen, I'm sure the reporter can correct this error.

In the story printed by the Daily Egyptian, the police are said to have arrested 18 people and 11 were taken in custody. This is not true. The police only arrested 11 people and 10 were taken in custody.

I'm sorry if I have read this story and can't help but wonder why it leaves out the details that define the scope of the mob action. And I wonder why it agrees with the extrapolated report of Friday's staff editorial, and doesn't mention this.

I quote Friday's Daily Egyptian: "The police are not known for their lenient and mace everyone: who looks at them funny..."

So we don't report the fact that the police maced people? The fact remains — we took back the street. — Drew Hendricks, freshman, electrical engineering.

USG, University president's receive criticism

John Guyon and Tim Hildebrand, two names that will "live in infamy" of SIU history forever.

Whether through their unmitigated gall or their arbitrary position on the abolishment of the Halloween celebration, the "incipient democratic" is out of step, out of time, and out of sync with their constituents.

There may be a reason for President Guyon's position on the Halloween celebration, however questionable.

As for the Undergraduate Student Government president, Hildebrand, he has apparently forgotten his position.

Guyon and Hildebrand have ignored or chosen to creatively interpret the stipulated rules to at least one election referendum and at least one senate debate and vote. With their recent actions, our weekend was enlivened by Illinois' finest, the State Storm Troopers.

Guyon and Hildebrand have ignored or chosen to creatively interpret the stipulated rules to at least one election referendum and at least one senate debate and vote. With their recent actions, our weekend was enlivened by Illinois' finest, the State Storm Troopers. — Michael Parker, Junior, political science.

The only other explanation is that the CIA has been using on its payroll and uses him to sabotage peace in the region from time to time. Except that the CIA isn't that smart.

"CIA isn't the only slow thinker in Central America, of course; they have them on the right, too.

Take, for example, Major General Cemento Vega, who led the coup against Manuel Noriega, Panama's answer to swine flu. Giroldi made Ortega look like Arnold Toynbee.

He captured Noriega then, in an effort to be fair, let him make just one telephone call. Brilliant move.

Before you knew it Noriega had been rescued by his buddies and Giroldi was experiencing a slight case of being deserted. Which, of course, made Mr. Bush's caution at aiding the coup look good. Mr. Giroldi perhaps wasn't the sort you wanted to go into business with.

President Bush is now trying to have things both ways, of course. As for Guyon we stayed out of Panama because we didn't want to get involved with clowns but the "CIA" has to carry the can.

If that's true, I'm all for it. We can live with schemalambies like Noriega easier than I can live with a CIA of the lease.

Don't forget, the last time the CIA had a free hand it used to invent Noriega.

Commentary

Daniel Ortega the brightest — has the score on the affair in Nicaragua

I'm beginning to think that Daniel Ortega is not the brightest bulb on the porch.

Ortega, of course, is the president of Nicaragua and the lead Sandinista. He's got one serious problem in his life: the Contras, the rebel for... that hangs out in Honduras at American expense and conducts border raids every once in a while. (Hey, get other problems uu, actually, but he has go to rid of the Contras before he faces the Sandinistas)

Yet every time Congress looks as through it's getting ready to pull the plug on any type of aid to the Contras, Ortega does something to undermine his allies and accuse his enemies.

Ortega it is 1985 when Congress voted down military aid to the Contras after a bitter fight with the Reagan administration.

He chose that moment to go to Moscow and flaunt his Marxist-Leninist charm, thereby making the congressperson who voted against the Contras look like running dog lackeys of the communist conspiracy.

Another year, after another Contra military aid bill was defeated in Congress and after he signed a cease-fire agreement, he immediately made enemies of the Sandinistas. Ortega was trying to start up the war with the Contras against the Contras. They had violated the term of the cease-fire, he said, and he was mad as hell and he wasn't going to wait any more. I'll bet even Abrams felt embarrassed.

The other Central and Latin America countries responded with a shriek of protest that penetrated even Ortega's non-existent ears. They bave them on the brain.

There may be a reason that there have been cease-fire violations by the Contras. It is in their interest to keep things quiet and to get involved with clowns but the "CIA" has to carry the can.

Noriega is the bright one. (And though the Sandinistas say they bave them on the brain, we're not buying it.)

I have read that the CIA may be running dog lackeys of the communist conspiracy.

There is no reason why the Sandinistas could not have been more cease-fire violations by the Contras. It is in their interest to keep things quiet and to get involved with clowns but the "CIA" has to carry the can.

All that bright when he came to the U.S. in New York a few years ago to plead the case of poor, caged Nicaragua and went on a shopping spree that included a pair of $200 sunglasses. He is in political missions what Chernobyl is to fresh air camps.

The only other explanation is that the CIA has been using on its payroll and uses him to sabotage peace in the region from time to time. Except that the CIA isn't that smart.

"CIA isn't the only slow thinker in Central America, of course; they have them on the right, too.

Take, for example, Major General Cemento Vega, who led the coup against Manuel Noriega, Panama's answer to swine flu. Giroldi made Ortega look like Arnold Toynbee.

He captured Noriega then, in an effort to be fair, let him make just one telephone call. Brilliant move.

Before you knew it Noriega had been rescued by his buddies and Giroldi was experiencing a slight case of being deserted. Which, of course, made Mr. Bush's caution at aiding the coup look good. Mr. Giroldi perhaps wasn't the sort you wanted to go into business with.

President Bush is now trying to have things both ways, of course. As for Guyon we stayed out of Panama because we didn't want to get involved with clowns but the "CIA" has to carry the can.

If that's true, I'm all for it. We can live with schemalambies like Noriega easier than I can live with a CIA of the lease.

Don't forget, the last time the CIA had a free hand it used to invent Noriega.
Thought For The Day... 

"I would like to respond to Mr. Dave's letter of Oct. 8 by saying that with a hint of the non-military history of the United States, I would like to respond to Mr. Dave's letter of Oct. 8 by saying that with a hint of the American history of the revolution, we see that the Revolution was fought against symbols of religious oppression, symbols of death, symbols of the rule of tyranny.

To secure these rights, the framers established a government with three branches, each designed to check and balance the other. The Supreme Court was specifically designed to be an unselected body that would review the exercise of power by the President and both legislative branches. Supreme Court Justices are appointed so they will be beyond the reach of political pressure, and remain true to the true meaning of the Constitution. Just how successful this plan has been is open to debate, but the plan was carefully constructed and should not be rejected because it sometimes results in unpopular decisions. The last Supreme Court term resulted in various decisions that offended just about everyone. This situation is not new and does not indicate a failure of the Constitution in one way or another.

The case Mr. Davis objects to, Texas vs. Johnson, reiterated the rights of the people to protest the actions of their government. In Mr. Johnson's case, he chose to burn an American flag to demonstrate his point. How can we defend flag burning? Because we have the 1st Amendment to the Constitution which guarantees our right of free speech.

What is the point? Isn't there something even more important or perhaps more urgent that we are going to hide this riot behind the guise of freedom lost as a result of political correctness? I hope students learn from Woody Hall on Tuesday.
Students make earthquake safety video

By University News Service

CARBONDALE — Students in a radio-television class at the University checked out loud in August when their instructor announced they would produce a dramatization on earthquake safety in six weeks' time.

Eight weeks later, after the 1989 San Francisco earthquake, the nine students and their instructor realized that their six-minute videotape might be a production that could mean the difference between life and death for people living near faults.

"It made me realize that their piece can really save lives," said Scott R. Hodgson, an instructor in the radio-television department, and his students worked for three days straight to finish their six-minute mini-drama on earthquake safety.

A bouncing light made walls appear to move and off-camera experts yanked nylon strings to pop open cupboard doors and dump containers.

Students completed their assignment on time, but missed the University's TV studio control rooms on the double after the San Francisco quake. Three days later a finished mini-video aired on the University's affiliates WSIU in Carbondale and WUSI in Olney.

Hodgson plans to distribute the film to schools. He'd also like to see television stations in quake-prone areas air it — particularly those states that border the New Madrid fault zone — Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Mississippi and Arkansas.

Scott R. Hodgson, an instructor in the radio-television department, and his students worked for three days straight to finish their six-minute mini-drama on earthquake safety.

Nuclear test shakes Las Vegas

PAHUTE MESA, Nev. (UPI) — A thermonuclear weapon detonated 1,800 feet beneath the Nevada desert Thursday rumbled through the Las Vegas Valley and was felt by at ground level in high-rise buildings more than 100 miles from ground zero.

The nuclear test, code named "Horninis," had delayed since Saturday because of adverse winds and rain in southern Nevada. It had a yield of 20 to 150 kilotons, compared to the 13-kiloton weapon that was dropped on Hiroshima during World War II,

Department of Energy spokesman Jim Boyer said the nation's ninth announced weapon test this year was a success. It was triggered at 7:30 a.m. PST.

Scientists at the Earthquake Information Center in Golden, Colo., said the nuclear blast measured 5.8 on the Richter scale, equivalent to a moderate earthquake. The Oct. 17 San Francisco Bay Area earthquake registered 7.1 on the Richter scale.

Boyer said Tuesday's detonation was the fifth this year in the higher 20 to 150 kiloton range.

Several residents about 4 miles east of the Las Vegas strip reported unusual rocking motion was felt within one minute of the detonation.

Nuclear test shakes Las Vegas

SPC Films Present: MISHIMA

7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
November 3rd & 4th
4th Floor Student Center
Video Lounge
Admission $1.00

SPC Video Presents: MISHIMA

7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
November 3rd & 4th
4th Floor Student Center
Video Lounge
Admission $1.00

Win $500

Varsity Sport of the Mind

Deadline for registration is Nov. 1. 4:30 p.m.
Matches will be held Nov. 6-7 & 13-14.
$10 registration fee
For more information, call 536-3393.

Deadline is Nov. 3,
Sign up in the
SPC Office.

Go with the one you know & trust,
your Student Programming Council
536-3393

SPC Films Present:

Raising Arizona

7:30 & 9:30
November 3 & 4
Student Center Auditorium
Admission $1.00

Learn more about the University's affiliates WSIU in Carbondale and WUSI in Olney.

Hodgson plans to distribute the film to schools. He'd also like to see television stations in quake-prone areas air it — particularly those states that border the New Madrid fault zone — Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Mississippi and Arkansas.

Nuclear test shakes Las Vegas

PAHUTE MESA, Nev. (UPI) — A thermonuclear weapon detonated 1,800 feet beneath the Nevada desert Thursday rumbled through the Las Vegas Valley and was felt by at ground level in high-rise buildings more than 100 miles from ground zero.

The nuclear test, code named "Horninis," had delayed since Saturday because of adverse winds and rain in southern Nevada. It had a yield of 20 to 150 kilotons, compared to the 13-kiloton weapon that was dropped on Hiroshima during World War II,

Department of Energy spokesman Jim Boyer said the nation's ninth announced weapon test this year was a success. It was triggered at 7:30 a.m. PST.

Scientists at the Earthquake Information Center in Golden, Colo., said the nuclear blast measured 5.8 on the Richter scale, equivalent to a moderate earthquake. The Oct. 17 San Francisco Bay Area earthquake registered 7.1 on the Richter scale.

Boyer said Tuesday's detonation was the fifth this year in the higher 20 to 150 kiloton range.

Several residents about 4 miles east of the Las Vegas strip reported unusual rocking motion was felt within one minute of the detonation.
TRUSTEES, from Page 1

where the person resides." D’Esposito’s remarks came on the heels of the council’s confirmation hearing, which some have predicted to be potentially stormy because several people have questioned whether someone who has never been to Carbondale can adequately represent the best interests of the University.

Tuesday night, the Carbondale City Council voted unanimously to oppose D’Esposito’s appointment to the board.

A copy of a council report stating the council’s opposition to D’Esposito was sent to the Senate Committee on Appointments and Assignments, which is responsible for the appointment.

The council committee should appoint someone who is familiar with the University and one “preferably an alumnus.”

Nominations by the governor must be made by the Senate. Sen. Jim Rea, R-Christopher, said he will sit on the appointment committee that will make its recommendations to the Senate.

Rea said Monday he had fielded several complaints from University alumni and area residents who are upset because D’Esposito was nominated over an area resident or an SIU graduate.

“We’re gathering information about the appointment now,” Rea said. “I think it’s important to have some people on the board who are knowledgeable of the (SIU) system and understand that she is not acquainted with the University.”

The present board includes only one University alumni, William Norwood of Rolling Meadows.

Geographically, the closest board member, attorney Jean Elliot, who resides about 80 miles from Carbondale.

D’Esposito was nominated to succeed Carol Kimmel, who resigned after moving to Arkansas in mid-October board meeting.

D’Esposito said she believed she was asked to fill the position because of the experience and skills she could bring to the SIU board.

“Since I was asked to do this, I am assuming the governor’s office was fully confident of my abilities,” she said.

James Gildersleeve, president of the University’s Alumni Association, said his organization has been concerned for some time with the lack of adequate alumni and representation on the board.

Gildersleeve said the organization didn’t object to D’Esposito herself, but rather “her limited knowledge of the University and the selection process itself.”

“There are about 103,000 (University alumni) living in the state, plus several imminently qualified people in the area which we know of,” Gildersleeve said.

“D’Esposito has never been on the campus. She isn’t tied in to SIU and Southern Illinois. We would like to have more input in the selection process.”

Elliot disagreed with Gildersleeve’s assessment of D’Esposito’s credentials on the basis of her geographic proximity to the University.
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year from $12,337 to $5,168, because of “abuse of street preparation work and significant ramifications in clean up time required after the street closings,” the report said.

Time devoted to the Halloween weekend by city administrators was very high in the city’s reported costs.

However, it is estimated that about 750 hours were worked on the Friday and Saturday nights by overcame employees, the report said.

Only 22 party revokers required medical treatment at the Memorial Hospital of Carbondale this year, an 84 percent decrease, the report said.

The number of arrests decreased from 98 last year to 84 this year, a 10 percent decrease.

However, the report said a true comparison “would not include an arrest this year for public consumption of alcohol since public consumption was allowed in 1988.”

Based on these reports the City Council will decide what action to take concerning the Halloween.
ALDI
Grapefruit.
Great price.
Indian River Red Grapefruit
large size, fancy grade
19¢
each

Red or Golden Delicious Apples
fancy grade
3 lb. bag
69¢

Yellow Onions
U.S. No. 1 grade
3 lb. bag
59¢

Russet Potatoes
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129¢

Jennie-O Frozen Turkeys
Pre-basted
10-12 lb. avg. wt.
69¢

Holiday Baking Products
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99¢
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59¢
Swansdown Cake Flour
$1.99
Real Chocolate Chips
99¢
Walnut Pieces, 6 oz.
99¢
Marshmallow Creme
59¢
Flake Coconut, 14 oz.
99¢
Baking Powder, 10 oz.
69¢
Corn Starch, 16 oz.
49¢
Ground Cinnamon
59¢
Pure Vanilla, 7 oz.
59¢

Premium Coffee
all purpose blend
26 oz.
69¢

Cranberry Sauce
16 oz.
59¢

Yams
16 oz.
39¢

Pumpkin
16 oz.
39¢

Pink Salmon
15.5 oz.
19¢

Premium White Bread
20 oz. loaf
25¢

Banquet Dinners
chicken, turkey salisbury steak
10 oz.
99¢

These are not weekly specials. These are everyday ALDI, low prices.

Ramada Lane and Route 13
Carbondale, IL.
Mon.-Wed.
9AM-7PM
Thurs.-Fri.
9AM-8PM
Saturday
9AM-6PM
Closed Sunday

We welcome cash and food stamps. No checks please.

The Stock-Up Store.
SIU-C has to beat 2,849 pints taken in Missouri drive
By Diana Mivelli
Staff Writer
The competition for blood between the University of Missouri at Columbia and SIU-C will be determined by the number of pints collected Saturday at the drive beginning Sunday. Rick Mitchell, president of the Organization of Volunteer Effort, said:
This is the second challenge from the University of Missouri. Last spring, SIU-C beat Missouri by 129 pints. Missouri's second blood drive ended Oct. 20 with a total of 2,849 pints collected, which is 1,211 pints more.

"We have to beat them," Mitchell said.

People may donate blood from 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday and 1 to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday at the Student Center. Friday, people may donate blood from 1 to 7 p.m. at the Student Recreation Center.

Mitchell said a kick-off parade will be held Monday in the Student Center. SIU-C holds the record in the country for the most blood collected in a single blood drive. In April 1986, 3,706 pints were collected in a six-day blood drive.

"SIU-C is really going to pull together and everyone is going to have to help us beat this school," Mitchell said.

SIU-C holds the record in the country for the most blood collected in a single drive, 3,706 pints.

Mitchell said the six-day drive gives more people the opportunity to donate blood. He said with the support of students, faculty and the community, the University should easily beat Missouri. In addition, donors may register for a free trip to Cancun, Mexico for two, courtesy of Club America Vacations, and H&L Travel Service, Ltd. The winner will be drawn after the last person has donated blood.

AMC Theaters will give every fifth donor a movie pass, Mitchell said.

Prizes will be awarded to the organizations getting the most donations up to a total.

Many local businesses, including the freezer Wm. McAlpin & Son's, Subway, also will be donating prizes, Mitchell said.

The blood drive is being sponsored by MOVE, an organization with the goal of coordinating volunteer services and groups for activities going on in the community.

Mitchell said 1,500 people need to sign up to donate blood before the drive begins Sunday.

Registered donors may sign up at the MOVE office, 900 S. Forest or call the office at 536-7768.

With a long list of events and activities, the University should beat this school," Mitchell said.
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Wild animal park benefits from students’ project

Three help M&M Exotic get back on feet

University News Service

METROPOLIS - M & M Exotic, a wild animal park near Metropolis, can show you lions and tigers and bears. But until three SIU-C business students went to work on the park’s public relations, the name “M & M Exotic” was more likely to evoke images of chocolate munchies than a menagerie.

Few outside of deep downstate Illinois knew little about the 52-acre walk-through park that Lou and Lillian Mayhall opened in 1982 after health problems forced Lou to retire from construction work. They both loved animals and it seemed to be an ideal chance to open a one-of-a-kind venture in Southern Illinois.

In 1985, they decided to expand. After obtaining required licenses, they added exotic animals such as Sicilian donkeys and a Benga tiger to their domestic animal collection.

Animals thrilled most visitors and coaxed smiles from the toughest customers. But the Mayhalls worried. Financially the park wasn’t breaking even.

Publicity seemed 10 short of what it would take to fend off the financial threat. So the family asked for advice. After two public relations consultants failed, they turned to the Small Business Administration.

Each year the SBA contracts with leading universities across the country to conduct research for small businesses with various problems.

Usually teachers of upper-level classes make the cases part of a required class project. Students can look to real problems and clients benefit from affordable expertise. That’s how the Mayhalls came to know three graduate students in a marketing and management class at SIU-C.

When Wai-Teng Luo of Malaysia, Ahmed Dina of Kenya, and Susan Baker of Fairfield, accepted the assignment last fall, they knew three SIU-C business students in a marketing and management class were about to work on a project that could make a difference.

Mayhall said, “After the first visit, we knew the Mayhalls had to double attendance. We also knew three of the park’s animals thrilled visitors, but knew how many was a question. We were able to tell them what they did was successful. This is very exciting.”

Wai-Teng Luo of Malaysia, Ahmed Dina of Kenya, and Susan Baker of Fairfield, accepted the assignment last fall, the first thing they did was drive to Metropolis to see the park.

“They viewed the animals and talked to Lillian and myself,” Mayhall said. “After the first visit, they started their work.”

The trio quickly realized M & M Exotic had to double attendance.

They launched a huge media campaign to increase visibility in portions of Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee and Missouri — all states within a 90-mile target zone.

Records showed children and older adults were the park’s best customers. To make a profit, the Mayhalls had to double attendance.

The three designed flyers that could be produced for $2 cents each and placed them at schools, churches, scout offices, nursing homes, grocery stores and tourist stops. To support that effort, they suggested limited newspaper and billboard advertising.

The three designed flyers that could be produced for $2 cents each and placed them at schools, churches, scout offices, nursing homes, grocery stores and tourist stops. To support that effort, they suggested limited newspaper and billboard advertising.

“With the number of park visitors doubled, we’ve already had more than 4,000 come through,” Mayhall said, “These kids did their homework.”

Actually, the group spent more than 300 hours — almost a month nonstop — working on the project, according to records at the University’s Small Business Development Center. The center coordinates SBA requests with faculty in the College of Business and Administration.

DISCOUNT DEN’S
Compact disc & CASSETTE SIDEWALK SALE

2 Days ONLY! Wed. Nov. 1
Thur. Nov. 2

811 S. Illinois

Compact disc $8.99 And Up

CASSETTES 6.99 List

CASSETTES 4.99 List
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Chemistry professor works on Mars project for NASA

By Tony Mancuso

A University chemistry professor is involved in a project that someday could involve going to Mars. John Phillips, a faculty member in chemistry, said their part of the research, which is to create a device which will measure and analyze the amount of water in the atmosphere of Mars, is being funded by NASA.

Phillips, along with his project partners, Joseph Valentin, who is a NASA research scientist and a 1985 University graduate, said their project began roughly 10 to 15 years ago.

"Our work is part of a future NASA project that will land a rover on the surface of the planet. The rover will drive around the surface, performing many tests on the atmosphere and soil and making observations about the planet," Phillips said.

Phillips said the rover sensibly will be traveling around the planet for up to 10 to 15 years. He said the device, which he began to work on about two months ago, is only a small part of the project as a whole, but a complication on one.

"The basic problem with the device is that it must be small but durable. It cannot require much maintenance, which means it must be able to run unmanned for a number of years," Phillips said.

Another problem, Phillips said, is the purity of water in the Martian atmosphere.

"The atmosphere on Mars is largely made of carbon dioxide. There are only traces of oxygen in the air," Phillips said. "Mars is driftier than the desert on Earth...so the instrument we build must measure the quantity of water with a great deal of accuracy."

Phillips said the interest in the water supply stems from the age-old question: Is there life on Mars?

"NASA's interest in the water supply stems from the question: Is there life on Mars?"

"We have scientific indications, from pictures of the surface that show water crossing the rivers and takes once existed on the planet, Mars is now much too cold for flowing water to happen, but some theories say the water is frozen somewhere near the surface," Phillips said.

He said people are still interested in where the water on Mars was. They believe this water could have once been a living habitat.

Phillips said he hopes the instrument he builds will be able to detect the quantity of water with changes in time and location.

"It will be a matter of changes on Earth. We will test the density of the water in certain areas and at certain times," Phillips said.

Phillips said the device is made up of a coated tube several meters long and an electronic sensor.

"It will work by pumping atmospheric moisture through the tube, which will absorb and concentrate water vapor only. When we heat up the tube the flow of water vapor reverses and passes through an electronic sensor that is capable of transmitting a signal back to Earth," Phillips said.

He said the research on the instrument has been split into two parts.

"I am looking into the overall design of the instrument and Joe is researching the chemistry that will take place inside the instrument," Phillips said.

Phillips said his end of the work involves constructing the tube and sensor device.

The sensory device is posing a problem because of the extremely small amount of water detected and the insufficiency of the signals transmitted back to Earth, Phillips said.

Valentin said his work, as a NASA research centers on Moffett Field in California, involves finding a chemical that will retain water, and only water, inside the tube.

"We need an absorbent that will absorb only water vapor. If it were to absorb another gas, the sensor would read an improper quantity," Valentin said. "The current research is on a chemical called imidolol, but we are uncertain if it will be adequate."

Students Center Recreation Area

ACUI Tournaments

• ACUI Regional Bowling Qualifier
  Date & Time: November 4, 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
  Location: Student Center Recreation Area
  Men's and Women's Division: Free
  For more information call Mars, Bob, or ACUI Recreation Desk.

• ACUI Table Tennis Tournament
  Date: November 3, 2:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
  Location: Student Center Recreation Area
  Entry Fee: $6.00 (Divide by 4) time
  Men's and Women's Division: Free
  For more information call Mars, Bob, or ACUI Recreation Desk.

Register at the Student Center Bowling Desk.

• ACUI Billiard Qualifier
  Date: November 3, 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
  Location: Student Center Recreation Area
  Entry Fee: $2.00
  For more information call Rob, in the Student Center Bowling Desk.

Register at the Student Center Billiard Desk.

• ACUI Annual Bowling Qualifier
  Date: November 3, 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
  Location: Student Center Recreation Area
  Entry Fee: $2.00
  For more information call Rob, in the Student Center Bowling Desk.

Register at the Student Center Bowling Desk.

Student Center Bowling Desk

Rock band scheduled for concert to benefit research for lymphoma

By Diana Mihvel

Staff Writer

The alternative rock band Pixies will be contributing to the John Phillips and Joseph Valentin's Lymphoma Research by performing at Foellinger Auditorium at the University of Illinois this Thursday, 12 director of the Central Illinois branch of the Lymphoma Society said.

Judith Kaufman, director of Lymphoma at the Central Illinois branch of the Lymphoma Society, said, "Joe Golzcho was a student of mine at the University of Illinois when he was diagnosed with lymphoma in 1987."

The workstation is a leukemia-related disease. It affects the white blood cells produced in the lymph glands and the lymph nodes begin producing cancerous cells instead of healthy white blood cells.

Chemotherapy treatment sees the disease remission for a few months but it came back very quickly, Kaufman said.

In January 1988, Golzcho was admitted to Barnes Hospital in St. Louis for a bone marrow transplant. Kaufman said Golzcho was doing very well, but took a bad turn and died in April 1988.

"Joe was a very passionate rock bands and he worked with the Pixies when they first started out," Kaufman said. "Joe Golzcho had many friends in the entertainment business."

Since the Pixies are donating their time, Kaufman said, "This is the lightest and most soul-stirring of the concerts the university will go to for research into the cause and cure of the disease."

"We would like the concert to sell out because if it does, $10,000 will be raised for the research fund," Kaufman said.

"She said lymphoma has a cure rate of 50 percent. Leukemia-related diseases refer to cancer of the blood and blood products. They include leukemia, lymphoma, Hodgkin's disease (a kind of lymphoma) and multiple myeloma.

"Kaufman said the causes of these diseases are unknown. We do know that some things will cause some of these diseases, like exposure to radiation and some toxic chemicals, however four out of 10 diagnosed with the disease will die."

"All the leukemias put together kill more young people (under 18), than any other disease. This is why young people fighting for this disease is so important," she said.

"Josie's name will continue to live but hopefully one day a cure for this disease will be found," Kaufman said.

For more information on any leukemia-related disease, the Lymphoma Society can be reached at (217) 344-1234.

Tickets for the benefit are $10 for students and $12 for the public. Students from all universities can pay the student price. To purchase tickets call the ticket office at (217) 333-0457.

Weekend industrial tech classes offered

By Theresa Livingston

Staff Writer

Weekend classes now offered at the University will enable adults in the community to earn an associate's degree or attend regularly scheduled classes to get a degree in industrial technology, the director of the department's Outreach Program said.

"It has been designed as a public service for Southern Illinois," said John VAL, "It allows people who otherwise might not have been able to attend classes earn a degree while continuing to work."

The weekend program will begin next semester. As part of the University's nationally accredited industrial technology department, the program will be management-oriented and will draw from a wide range of manufacturing-related topics.

The weekend classes for adults in the workforce will encompass all required industrial technology courses.

Classes in the 26-month program encompass all required industrial technology courses. Each class meets Saturday and Sunday every weekend over a five-week period. An average of two courses will be offered each semester for five weeks.

The first class offered will be technical sketching. Classes will be offered on manufacturing-proceses, computer-aided manufacturing, quality control, motion and time study, plant layout, materials-handling industrial safety and production and inventory control.

"We said all students in the program must meet certain standard University requirements for enrollment."

"We're just making our regular courses fit their schedule," Orr said.

"We're happy he decided the program will be an economic boost to the area."

"We're happy he decided the program will be an economic boost to the area."

The bigger, better deal!

Rosati's Pizza

FREE DELIVERY 549-7811 FREE DELIVERY

OF ANY 16" PIZZA 4 FREE CHEESE PIZZA ORDER

The bigger, better deal!

Rosati's Pizza

FREE DELIVERY 549-7811 FREE DELIVERY

OF ANY 16" PIZZA

4 FREE CHEESE PIZZA ORDER
A Winning Tradition!

(Except Beef Sliced)
Fischer's Bologna
1-lb. pkg....

Louis Rich Turkey Wieners
1-lb. pkg....

Cost Cutter Saltine Crackers
1-lb. box...

Mt. Dew, Diet Pepsi or
Pepsi Cola
2-liter btl...

17'99 .99 .49 .89

Premium Quality
Golden Ripe Bananas
lb...

Nut Covered Red
Or Caramel
Chocolates
3-pack...

Kroger Refrigerated
Florida
Orange Juice
Gal. Plastic Jug...

Bathroom
Charmin Tissue
4-roll pak...

28.99 19'99 .89

New Crop Florida
Tangerines of
Navel Oranges
Each...

Pert Plus
Shampoo
Each...

19.299

(Preventy Inspected)
Previously Frozen
21-25 oz.
Tiger In-Shell
Shrimp...lb. $4.99

FRESH OCEAN
SHARK FILLETS
lb. $3.99

SALUKIS!

Pizza Bread
3'99

For
23 lbs.
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FARM cooperative falls victim to Contra rebels

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) - The government said U.S.-backed Contra rebels attacked an agricultural coopera­
tive center Tuesday, killing four civilians and wounding five others, as President Daniel Ortega said they were to sus­pend a 19-month-old cease­
fire.

"The mercenaries (Contras) continue attacking ... Today a cooperative was attacked in San Migueltur," about 60 miles southeast of Managua, said Bayardo Are, a member of the directorate of the ruling Sandinista Front.

Carlos Guanarteme, director of official La Voz de Nicaragua radio, said Ortega, accompanied by his brother and Defense Minister Humberto Ortega and Interior Minister Thomas Borge, traveled to San Miguelito Town meeting.

Le Voz de Nicaragua said in a broadcast from San Migueltur that four civilians were killed and five others, mostly women, were injured in the rebel attack.

The exact site of the attack was not immediately known.

On Oct. 21, the government said suspected Contra fighters ambushed a convoy of soldiers, killing 19 and wounding six.

Ortega told NBC News he would be "flexible" in his deci­sion and declared emphatically that Nicaragua's scheduled Feb. 21 elections would take place "with or without the Contras, with or without a war."

Ortega stunned President Bush and 14 other leaders from throughout the Americas at the summit in San Jose when he said his country would suspend its 19-month-old "unilateral" cease-fire with the Contras, who have waged war against the Sandinista government since 1981.

The School of the Art Institute of Chicago

is now accepting transfer applications for the January and September 1990 terms. Interested applicants are invited to call (312) 663-2525.

The School of the Art Institute of Chicago 655 W. Jackson Blvd.
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House increases drug money to $8.8 billion

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The House tentatively voted Tuesday to boost funding for the drug war to $8.8 billion and, in a sign of the tobacco industry’s declining power, decided to ban smoking on all domestic flights.

The actions came as the House gave initial approval to a compromise bill bearing $12 billion for the Transportation Department in fiscal 1990. The vote was 394-12.

For procedural reasons, the measure must be sent back briefly to the House Rules Committee because of technicalities related to the drug issue. Final House passage was expected later, and the Senate still must act on the measure before it goes to the White House.

The measure was used as a vehicle to add $3.2 billion in drug money sought both by President Bush and Congress to the $5.6 billion contained in 12 other appropriations bills for other agencies.

The extra money is to be raised by trimming 0.43 percent from every government program, except such entitlements as Social Security.

The final package exceeds Bush’s initial request by $594 million, with the bulk of the additional money earmarked for treatment and education.

The compromise bill bans smoking on virtually all domestic flights, now forbidden on only six flights, leaving money to $8.8 billion and, in a sign of the tobacco industry’s declining power, decided to ban smoking on all domestic flights.

The new language — due to take effect 95 days after the bill is signed into law — will permanently ban smoking on all flights between any two points in the United States, except for flights to or from Alaska and Hawaii lasting for the hour or more.

The ban was heavily pushed by Rep. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J. Durbin estimated that only 20 to 50 flights a day would be excepted from the ban.

Durbin termed it a historic day in the House because efforts by the tobacco lobby to thwart regulations on airline smoking had been halted and in February or March “airline passengers can start to breathe a little easier. Non-smokers will be protected from the dangers of tobacco smoke.”

For decades the tobacco lobby in this town has stopped legislatures calling for the semblance of regulation,” of tobacco, said Durbin. “If a people of this country have finally won one.”

When we no longer have to go to one that there’s a harmful effect from smoking. It’s enough that it’s uncomfortable,” said Rep. Rod Chandler, D-Wash.

The action language permit to add money to the annual pre-Halloween arson spree.

The final package exceeds Bush’s initial request by $594 million, with the bulk of the additional money earmarked for treatment and education.
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When we no longer have to go to one that there’s a harmful effect from smoking. It’s enough that it’s uncomfortable,” said Rep. Rod Chandler, D-Wash.

The action language permit to add money to the annual pre-Halloween arson spree.

The final package exceeds Bush’s initial request by $594 million, with the bulk of the additional money earmarked for treatment and education.

The compromise bill bans smoking on virtually all domestic flights, now forbidden on only six flights, leaving money to $8.8 billion.

The new language — due to take effect 95 days after the bill is signed into law — will permanently ban smoking on all flights between any two points in the United States, except for flights to or from Alaska and Hawaii lasting for the hour or more.

The ban was heavily pushed by Rep. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J. Durbin estimated that only 20 to 50 flights a day would be excepted from the ban.

Durbin termed it a historic day in the House because efforts by the tobacco lobby to thwart regulations on airline smoking had been halted and in February or March “airline passengers can start to breathe a little easier. Non-smokers will be protected from the dangers of tobacco smoke.”

For decades the tobacco lobby in this town has stopped legislatures calling for the semblance of regulation,” of tobacco, said Durbin. “If a people of this country have finally won one.”

When we no longer have to go to one that there’s a harmful effect from smoking. It’s enough that it’s uncomfortable,” said Rep. Rod Chandler, D-Wash.

The action language permit to add money to the annual pre-Halloween arson spree.

The final package exceeds Bush’s initial request by $594 million, with the bulk of the additional money earmarked for treatment and education.

The compromise bill bans smoking on virtually all domestic flights, now forbidden on only six flights, leaving money to $8.8 billion.

The new language — due to take effect 95 days after the bill is signed into law — will permanently ban smoking on all flights between any two points in the United States, except for flights to or from Alaska and Hawaii lasting for the hour or more.

The ban was heavily pushed by Rep. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J. Durbin estimated that only 20 to 50 flights a day would be excepted from the ban.

Durbin termed it a historic day in the House because efforts by the tobacco lobby to thwart regulations on airline smoking had been halted and in February or March “airline passengers can start to breathe a little easier. Non-smokers will be protected from the dangers of tobacco smoke.”

For decades the tobacco lobby in this town has stopped legislatures calling for the semblance of regulation,” of tobacco, said Durbin. “If a people of this country have finally won one.”

When we no longer have to go to one that there’s a harmful effect from smoking. It’s enough that it’s uncomfortable,” said Rep. Rod Chandler, D-Wash.
Don't let your money go down the drain.

If you have a small business, one of the most important things you can do is to advertise. Advertising can help you reach new customers and remind existing customers about your products or services.

Here are some tips for using classified advertising to promote your business:

1. Choose the right platform: There are many online classified advertising sites available, so choose the one that’s best for your target audience. For example, if you’re targeting local customers, a local classified site might be more effective.

2. Use clear and concise language: Make sure your ad is easy to read and understand. Use short sentences and avoid jargon.

3. Include contact information: Make sure your ad includes a phone number for interested customers to call.

4. Be consistent: Keep your ad up-to-date and consistent with your brand. This will help build trust and credibility with potential customers.

5. Test your ad: Test different versions of your ad to see which ones are most effective. This can help you optimize your ad and maximize your return on investment.

6. Follow up: Once you receive a lead, follow up with the customer in a timely manner. This will show them that you’re committed to helping them and can help you close the sale.

Classified advertising can be a powerful tool for promoting your business, but it’s important to use it effectively. By following these tips, you can maximize the impact of your classified advertising efforts and reach more potential customers.
Today's Puzzle

Clues:
1. Break the rule.
3. A type of art.
4. A brand of soda.
5. A type of tool.
6. A type of beer.
7. A type of cake.
8. A type of fish.
10. A type of flower.

Across:
1. Break the rule.
3. A type of art.
4. A brand of soda.
5. A type of tool.
6. A type of beer.
7. A type of cake.
8. A type of fish.
10. A type of flower.

Down:
1. Break the rule.
3. A type of art.
4. A brand of soda.
5. A type of tool.
6. A type of beer.
7. A type of cake.
8. A type of fish.
10. A type of flower.

Puzzle answers are on page 21.
[Image of a page from a catalog or advertisement]

Dear Southern Illinoisians,

As of now, our boxes have been filled with our new addition of the 5th ANNIVERSARY SALE. We offer a variety of products ranging from fresh produce to gourmet items. Our goal is to bring you the best selection of products at the lowest prices.

- **California Lettuce** $45
- **Chiquita-Premium Bananas** $35
- **U.S. No. 1 Colorado Russet Potatoes** $135
- **Family Pak Bacon** $75
- **Family Pak Fryer Leg Quarters** $35
- **U.S.D.A. Choice Porterhouse, Sirloin or T-Bone Steaks** $395
- **All Varieties Pillsbury Cake Mix** $59

We also have a wide range of other products including:

- **Eckrich Smoked Sausage**
- **Baked Alaska**
- **AD'S Sylel CoHonelle Bath Tissue**
- **Whisper Air Pumps**
- **USDA Choice Thick Cut Ribeyes**
- **Made with USDA Choice Beef Crab Shell**
- **Ore-Ida Mini Cob Corn** $69

For more details, please visit our website or come by our store. We are open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Thank you for shopping with us!

[Image of a signature]

[Date] [Location] [Phone Number]

---

[Additional text about the products and services offered by the store]
German labor union leader pressured to resign

BERLIN (UPI) — The hardline leader of the East German labor union movement announced on Monday that he would resign, bowing to the demands of workers and demonstrators who have been building pressure for his removal.

The resignation of Werner Czech, a member of the Communist Party's ruling Politburo, was announced last week following negotiations with U.S. Labor Secretary Robert Reich. Czech has been head of the governing board of the communist-run Free German Labor Federation since 1975.

The governing board had tried Monday to postpone a decision on Czech's resignation until November 17. But the Associated Press reported that Czech had asked for an immediate vote on the matter.

At a meeting Tuesday, the board voted 46-1 to accept Czech's resignation. Czech has been head of the board since 1977.

The vote was 46-1, with one abstention. Fourteen members of the board are believed to support Czech, and three are believed to oppose his resignation.

Czech's resignation follows a series of political developments in East Germany, including the resignation of Erich Honecker as the head of the communist party.

The resignation of Czech is expected to bring about a major change in the leadership of the Communist Party. Czech has been a close ally of Honecker, who is expected to remain in power as the new leader.

The resignation also has implications for the future of the country, as Czech has been a strong supporter of economic reforms and has been a vocal opponent of the hardline stance taken by Honecker.

The move is likely to be seen as a sign of the growing pressure on the government to make concessions to the demands of the workers and demonstrators.

The resignation of Czech is expected to bring about a major change in the leadership of the Communist Party. Czech has been a close ally of Honecker, who is expected to remain in power as the new leader.

The resignation also has implications for the future of the country, as Czech has been a strong supporter of economic reforms and has been a vocal opponent of the hardline stance taken by Honecker.

The move is likely to be seen as a sign of the growing pressure on the government to make concessions to the demands of the workers and demonstrators.

The resignation of Czech is expected to bring about a major change in the leadership of the Communist Party. Czech has been a close ally of Honecker, who is expected to remain in power as the new leader.

The resignation also has implications for the future of the country, as Czech has been a strong supporter of economic reforms and has been a vocal opponent of the hardline stance taken by Honecker.

The move is likely to be seen as a sign of the growing pressure on the government to make concessions to the demands of the workers and demonstrators.

The resignation of Czech is expected to bring about a major change in the leadership of the Communist Party. Czech has been a close ally of Honecker, who is expected to remain in power as the new leader.

The resignation also has implications for the future of the country, as Czech has been a strong supporter of economic reforms and has been a vocal opponent of the hardline stance taken by Honecker.

The move is likely to be seen as a sign of the growing pressure on the government to make concessions to the demands of the workers and demonstrators.
16 OZ. SLE. BEETS, POTATOES, CARROTS, BLACK EYE PEAS, W.K. GOLD CORN, CUT GREEN BEANS, WHL. POTATOES

VEGETABLES

4/$1.00

LIMIT 4 PLEASE

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

WHOLE FRYERS

WAS 99c

Lb. 49c

LIMIT 3 PLEASE

IN OIL OR WATER, BUMBLE BEE

CHUNK TUNA

2/$1.00

6.5 OZ. CANS

WITH COUPON & $10.00 PURCHASE

CHOICE OF FLAVORS-PEVELY

ICE CREAM

HALF GALLON $1.00

WITH COUPON & $10.00 PURCHASE

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. NOV. 4 TH, '89. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
Notre Dame might bypass post-season bowl games

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (UP) —
Top-ranked Notre Dame might not participate in a post-season bowl game this year, coach Lou Holtz said Tuesday, citing the strain on a football team that already has been together for five months.

"I'm not sure our football team can adequately prepare for a bowl game," Holtz said. "We've got to sit down and look and see if it's proper for both teams to play a bowl game. I don't know if we will have a chance to go to a bowl game or not. I just want to do it right for our players. Nobody knows what they have done so far.

This year has already been long for the Irish, who arrived on campus to begin practice Aug. 4 in preparation for the Aug. 31 kickoff Classic against Virginia. The team practiced last week while most students enjoyed a week off from classes after mid-term exams.

Notre Dame players will miss Thanksgiving break to prepare for the game with No. 6 Miami (Fla.), Classes end on campus Aug. 4 and they've not been home yet," Holtz said. "I've looked at our players and I just don't know. Notre Dame's priority has always been No. 1. Determining the bowl situation is a post-season problem and if so, play the highest-ranked team available.

While the school would lose millions of dollars from a bowl match-up, it would not be the first time Notre Dame officials have put academics ahead of football. After defeating Stanford 27-10 in the 1925 Rose Bowl, Notre Dame went 45 years without playing in another bowl game.

A desire for money to fund academic programs prompted a change in school policy in time for the Irish to face Texas in the 1970 Cotton Bowl. Notre Dame has made 13 bowl appearances in the past 20 years.

The decision on whether or not to play in a bowl game will be made by Richard Rosenthal, Notre Dame's athletic director, and the Rev. E. William Beauchamp, the school's executive vice president.

Cornerback Todd Lyght, who has intercepted 5 passes this season, said the players feel they deserve a bowl appearance.

"We should have the opportunity to play in a bowl game," Lyght said. "We've played very well this year and we've earned the opportunity. There's a fatigue factor, but a lot of things are riding on the line. A lot of guys on our team haven't lost yet and they're not ready to give us up. Holtz said he did not believe a report that said Notre Dame would make an appearance in the Orange Bowl, where they likely would meet the winner of Saturday's showdown between No. 2 Colorado and No. 3 Nebraska, both 8-0, for the national championship.

Holtz blames the extended football season for contributing to injuries that will sideline up to seven starters Saturday when the Irish (8-0) play host to Navy (2-5). Notre Dame seeks to extend the nation's longest win streak to 21 games, which would tie the longest in school history, set from 1946 to 1948.

Cornerback Stan Smaga1a will miss the Navy game with a hip injury while defensive end Devon McDonald will be out with an knee injury. Ankle injuries will sideline offensive guard Tom Gorman and freshman Reggie Brooks.

The game with the Midshipmen are running back Anthony Johnson with an ankle sprain, safety Greg Davis with a wrist sprain and linebacker Ned Bolger, who has a wrist sprain, ankle injury, thigh bruise and soar shoulder.

"We've had the injuries, I don't know how our team will react," Holtz said. "Now is a critical time for us. The season should be over judging how our team will perform in the next few weeks. That's very important for us."

Navy has been the most straight games against Notre Dame since last winning in 1993. The triumph came three days before the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, when Holtz was a 26-year-old assistant coach at Fordham University.

Navy coach William and Mary and Navy coach Elliot Uzelac was attending Western Michigan. No current Irish players "had been born."

Sports Briefs

TURKEY SHOOT free throw contest will take place at 5 to 6:30 p.m. November 14 at the Rec Center Activity Area. Men's, women's and wheelchair divisions available.

Shoot 25 free throws and the one with the best score will take home a turkey. Register on site before participating. For details contact Intramural Sports at 453-1273.

TURKEY TROT cross country predicted run will take place at 1 p.m. November 11 at the SIUC-C Cross Country Course. Two ways to win. Finish first in your division or finish closest to the time you predict. Register at the Rec Center Information Center by noon, November 11, or on site by 12:45 p.m. on race day, Call 453-1273 for details.

SIUC-MEN'S basketball coach Rich Hermes has scheduled three precision scramble at area high school gymnasiums. The Salukis will appear in Centralia at 7 p.m. Friday, in Pinckesville at 7:30 p.m. Saturday and in Benton at 7:30 Nov. 5.

MEN'S SEASON basketball tickets go on sale 7 a.m. Nov. 6 at the Arena Ticket Office. Anyone with a Salukis student pass will receive a valid ID to obtain tickets. Season tickets will be $20 for students without a pass.

Puzzle answers

1. How many students are there?
2. What is the answer to the puzzle?

Student Center Dining Services

This Week's Specials

November Special
12" Pizza $3.90
16" Pizza $6.90
Additional Toppings Available
Rosati's Pizza

*The Best Around*
549-7811

Not valid with other offers or promotions.

Free Delivery • Slices for Lunch • Free Delivery
Ask for November Special when ordering.

867-3055
US 51 North
DeSoto

November is Prime and Dine
Month at Tom's Place
Open at 5:00 • Closed Monday
Purchase one Standard Prime Rib Dinner and receive another Standard Prime Rib Dinner for our special price of $4.00
Includes choice of potato, salad, and home baked rolls
Coupon required for special. Reservations recommended
Expires Nov. 30

November Spécial
November 25

Kinko's
549-0788
the copier center

Student Center Dining Services

This Week's Specials

PECO'S PETE'S
Bean Burritos
49¢

H. B. Quick's
Black Cat's Eye Pizza
(chess and black olives)
89¢ per slice

THE MARKETPLACE
Hot Apple Cider
on Halloween Tuesday, Oct. 31.

The Bakery
Halloween Cakes, Cookies, and Cupcakes. Get a single
layer pumpkin cake for $4.87

Love At First Sight
Delegence Wash of Interior
complete interior $39.95
* carpets * seats * dash
* doors * console
expires 11-7-85

EMPEROR'S PALACE
RESTAURANT
This Weeknight Special

One 11 oz. Chicken Fried Steak"...$5.25
(Donuts in blodd topped with fudge sauce, slices, green onions, and snow peas)

LARRY OUT AVAILABLE
5-10pm Sun.-Thurs. 11-1pm Fri. & Sat.
Closed Monday

Phone 529-1566
100 S. Illinois Ave.
With Macintosh you can even do this:

Macintosh computers have always been easy to use. But they've never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale. Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety of Apple Macintosh computers and peripherals.

So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer. Without spending a lot more money.
Sports figures battle drugs; detail efforts to Senate panel

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Washington and New York Yankes outfielder David Winfield, along with a man's quartet backed by a entertain­ment industry figure, detailed anti-drug efforts Tuesday to a Senate subcommittee.

Green, an all-pro defensive end and strong advocate for drug control, said the 18-year-old major anti-drug efforts Tuesday to a men's models. Green is now sidelined with a neck injury.

"I'm not interested in so much drug abuse," Green said, "and I mean the biblical story to return something to society for his service." Winfield seeks to reach young people by promoting family values.

"Me and my '83. Youngsters are out there in every playground, school, neighborhood street to discuss trust, which there is a total lack of in this city." -Darrell Green

Seniors baseball league opens for those who can't say goodbye

Opener to pit former pitchers Ed Figueroa and Dennis Leonard

FORT MYERS, Fla. (UPI) - Alarmed with the ratings with the lowest numbers ever for baseball's fall classic, it was a dream come true.

It marks the first time that not one program lost the ratings perceived in the top of the Nielsen list.

The game that ABC, which carried the Series, was not able to tape NBC from first place. ABC also had to use a 16.4 rating and a 29 share.

The four games of the 1989 World Series averaged a 16.4 rating and a 29 share, the lowest ever and 29 percent below the five-game 1988 Series between the Oakland A's and the Los Angeles Dodgers - and that was the lowest since 1984 in four years, it had a 23.9 rating and a 39 share.

For the record, last Game 3 of the Series was in the place, with a 17.5 rating and a 42 share.

Game 4 ranked 29th, with a 14.7 rating and a 25 share. Before the quake, Game 2 ranked 16th with a 17.4 rating and a 28 share.

Game 1 was tied for highest place with ABC's "Doogie Howser, M.D.," with a 16.2 rating and a 30 share.

This is bad news for ABC, which repooled was prepared to lose $20 million on the games this year. That was before the earthquake, the audience shortfall and the fact that it was a four-game Series - always a low score on the bottom line.

All this must give CBS pause, considering that the last year ABC and NBC will be carrying the event. This year signed a $1.06 billion contract to broadcast all playoff and Series games.

Each ratings report represents about $150,000 in broadcast and a share is the percentage of TV sets tuned in a particular show.

World Series strikes out in Nielsen ratings

NEW YORK (UPI) - The 1989 World Series set ratings with the lowest numbers ever for baseball's fall classic, it was a dream come true.

It marks the first time that not one program lost the ratings perceived in the top of the Nielsen list.

The game that ABC, which carried the Series, was not able to tape NBC from first place. ABC also had to use a 16.4 rating and a 29 share.

The four games of the 1989 World Series averaged a 16.4 rating and a 29 share, the lowest ever and 29 percent below the five-game 1988 Series between the Oakland A's and the Los Angeles Dodgers - and that was the lowest since 1984 in four years, it had a 23.9 rating and a 39 share.

For the record, last Game 3 of the Series was in the place, with a 17.5 rating and a 42 share.

Game 4 ranked 29th, with a 14.7 rating and a 25 share. Before the quake, Game 2 ranked 16th with a 17.4 rating and a 28 share.

Game 1 was tied for highest place with ABC's "Doogie Howser, M.D.," with a 16.2 rating and a 30 share.

This is bad news for ABC, which repooled was prepared to lose $20 million on the games this year. That was before the earthquake, the audience shortfall and the fact that it was a four-game Series - always a low score on the bottom line.

All this must give CBS pause, considering that the last year ABC and NBC will be carrying the event. This year signed a $1.06 billion contract to broadcast all playoff and Series games.

Each ratings report represents about $150,000 in broadcast and a share is the percentage of TV sets tuned in a particular show.
LARGE FOUR TOPPER
2 FOR $12.99
1 FOR $8.99
Loaded with Pepperoni, Sausage, Onion & Green Pepper. No substitutions. Original or Golden Crust.

LARGE NFL SPECIAL
$12.99
Reg. $18.58
1 FOR $8.99
Large Super Combo 10-Topping Pizza
- Two 32-oz NFL Cups filled with diet Coke®
- NFL Pro Set Trading Cards
Delivery Hours: 4 PM-Close Mon-Fri Noon-Close Sat & Sun

LARGE SUPER PEPPERONI
2 FOR $10.99
1 FOR $6.99
40 Slices of Pepperoni on each Pizza. No substitutions. Original or Golden Crust

LARGE PIZZA
FOR THE PRICE OF A MEDIUM
Original or Golden Crust

SUPER COMBO SPECIAL
Get two 32-ounce NFL® Collector Cups filled with diet Coke® and a pack of official NFL® ProSet Trading Cards.

FREE LARGE PIZZA!
Buy a large pizza at regular price and get a large Golden Crust Cheese Pizza FREE

LARGE MEATBALL PIZZA
$10.99
New specialty pizza features Zesty Meatballs and Green Peppers on every Slice!
Original or Golden Crust

Please mention coupon when ordering. Delivery extra. Limited delivery times and areas. Not Valid with any other offer or coupons. No substitutions of ingredients.

Expires 12/31/89 CLU637-2/18-1
Expires 12/31/89 CLU520
Expires 12/31/89 CLU628-2/110-1
Expires 12/31/89 CLU105
Expires 12/31/89 CLU521
Expires 12/31/89 CLU637-2/18-1
Expires 12/31/89 CLU520
Expires 12/31/89 CLU628-2/110-1
Expires 12/31/89 CLU105
Expires 12/31/89 CLU521
LARGE
SPECIALTY
$10.99
Reg. $13.60
Your choice: Combo, Meatball, Taco, Humba Pie, Hot Stuff, Vegetarian, Original or Golden Crust
Please mention coupon when ordering. Delivery extra. Limited delivery times and areas. Not Valid with any other offer or coupons. No substitutions of ingredients.

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
BUFFET
LUNCH $3.29
DINNER $3.69
Pizzas, Salad Bar, Dessert Pizzas
Lunch Buffet: M-F 11 AM-1:30 PM
Dinner Buffet: M-Tue 5 PM-8 PM
Please mention coupon when ordering. Not valid with any other offer or coupons. Valid for dine-in only. Offer good at participating restaurants.

GODFATHER'S PIZZA
LOCATIONS
CARBONDALE
1040 E. Walnut..........................529-3881
CAPE GIRARDEAU
2109 William..........................334-0165
PADUCAH
901 Joe Clifton Drive..................443-9648
POPLAR BLUFF
704 Valley Plaza
Shopping Center........................686-1420
SIKESTON
1051 E. Malone Avenue................472-0665

POWERFUL PIZZA
NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS

DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20.00
WE DELIVER
DELIVERY CHARGE MAY APPLY.
LIMITED DELIVERY AREAS & TIMES

Godfather's Pizza
Only From Godfather's Pizza

The NFL Super Combo

GET A SUPER DEAL WITH OUR NFL SUPER COMBO:

Enjoy diet Coke

Official NFL Card

Godfather's Pizza
Salukis building toward next season

Defensive backs coach King preparing team for Indiana State and Northern Iowa games

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

Saluki defensive backs coach Stanley King said the team is building toward next season, but the seniors still have an important role to play in the final two games.

"In whatever it takes to win our next two games at Indiana State and Northern Iowa," King said, "the seniors have hung in there with us and have been a great group to work with. They deserve to play because they have been productive. The effort and desire has been good."

The Salukis need to finish strong and the seniors could help them accomplish that. King said, "We need to finish up strong and have some momentum for next season."

After a 52-14 romp of Kentucky in their final home game Saturday, the Salukis travel to Indiana State this week. The Salukis and Sycamores have identical 7-2 records.

The Sycamores have won a Gateway Conference game this season (0-4), but King and the Salukis will look to improve by going into next season," King said. "We would like to win at Indiana State and Northern Iowa so the team can have some kind of winning streak going into next season," Davis said.

Davis said the Saluki will not be overconfident as the Sycamores lightly this week.

"A lot of people picked them to win the conference," Davis said. "But the reason hasn't gone the way they thought. It's always a rivalry between Indiana State and SIU."

Tennis team receives wildcard bid to Region Five Tournament Nov. 10

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

After losing to Colorado in semifinal action of the Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches' Association National Tournament Friday in Denver, the Tennis team traveled Saturday to Des Moines, Iowa, the fall season for the Saluki's tennis program is coming to an end.

The finalists in the Team Pre-Qualifier, teams, Wichita State and Oklahoma State, didn't show up for the Pre-Qualifier and hoped to receive a wildcard, but the Salukis were chosen by the NCAA selection committee.

The Salukis draw as a first round opponent. The Jayhawks have two nationally ranked players in Jeff Gross and John Falfo. Lefevre said, "We will be underdogs in that one, Lefevre said.

Colorado and Nebraska received bids into the Region Five Tournament after advancing to the finals of the Pre-Qualifier last weekend, Colorado defeated Nebraska for the championship. The NCAAs has established eight regions in the country. The winner of each regional tournament advances to the February nationals in Louisville.

LeFevre said his team has an uphill battle against Kansas, but he is encouraged by the play of seniors Mickey Maule and Joe Demoaco, along with freshman Richard Seemayen.

"They were all undefeated in the Pre-Qualifier," LeFevre said. "I felt Iowa State and Colorado were the two top teams in the tournament. We defeated Iowa State in five of its six matches. We were 3-3 with Colorado coming out ofangles. But they won all three double matches. I hope we can improve our doubles play."

LeFevre is excited about Maule, Maule defeated Iowa State's Glenn Wilson, who was the runner-up in the individual National Championship. Wilson was defeated by Jeff Neumann of Oklahoma State in the finals.

Neumann defeated Maule 6-1, 6-0 in the finals of the Region Five Intercollegiate Invitational in Wichita, Kan. Oct. 8.

Sloan resigns as Florida coach amid allegations of rules violations

GAINESVILLE, Fla. (UPI) — Norn Sloan, the University of Florida's football coach, has been placed on paid administrative leave pending an investigation by school officials. University President Robert Brown said the move is effective immediately.

Athletic Director Bill Armstrong says an interim coach will be chosen in the "next few days."

Sloan's suspensc came less than a month after the resignation of football coach Galen Hall. who left the university to become general manager of money to former Florida football player Ron Moss after he left school. Hall served the university but resigned in October at the request of the university.

In a letter to Brian Sloan, said he would give his coaching job in "response to the University's request for an interview that I do so that its officials have been presented with evidence that I have not received.

"Sloan, 63, lced North Carolina State to the NCAA title in 1974. He has a career record of 427-395 and has coached 15 of a 37 college seasons at Florida."

"I feel we've had success, but with my head held high, for in my heart of hearts I am a 'Fighting Gator' as I will always be," he said.

On announcing Sloan's move, Bryan said in a statement: "I regret very much the events that have occurred today. However, I believe what has occurred is in the best interest of the university and the program and the university is a whole."

Armstrong said in a statement he believed Sloan's retirement "will enable us to continue to move forward and build our athletic program."

A grand jury began investigating Florida's basketball and football program following a probe that included bank records, bank and the U.S. Attorney's Office in Tallahassee and the Drug Enforcement Administration. The two agencies were looking into possible drug use and sales among the school's athletes.

In September, attorneys for four sports agents who were charged with defrauding the university revealed segments of grand jury testimony regarding the investigation. Sloan has resigned from Florida as head coach, but the university still has an active investigation into the allegations.

Sloan's resignation was announced Friday, and the university confirmed that he would be placed on leave pending the investigation. The university said it would not disclose the reason for the move until the investigation is complete.

NEW YORK (UPI) — Don Zimmer, who led the Chicago Cubs from also-rans to division champions, Tuesday was named National League Manager of the Year by the Baseball Writers' Association of America.

Zimmer received 23 first-place votes and 118 points from the panel of 24 NL writers to easily oust Roger Craig from San Francisco, who collected one first-place vote and 62 points.

Zimmer, 58, has been involved with professional baseball 40 years, but 1991 was his first season as a manager in the major leagues. He has managed the New York Yankees since 1990 and was hired by the Cubs in 1991.

Zimmer was the only first-time manager in the NL to receive any votes in 1991, and he received 23 first-place votes and 118 points from the panel of 24 NL writers to easily oust Roger Craig from San Francisco, who collected one first-place vote and 62 points.

Zimmer, 58, has been involved with professional baseball 40 years, but 1991 was his first season as a manager in the major leagues. He has managed the New York Yankees since 1990 and was hired by the Cubs in 1991.

Zimmer was the only first-time manager in the NL to receive any votes in 1991, and he received 23 first-place votes and 118 points from the panel of 24 NL writers to easily oust Roger Craig from San Francisco, who collected one first-place vote and 62 points.

Zimmer, 58, has been involved with professional baseball 40 years, but 1991 was his first season as a manager in the major leagues. He has managed the New York Yankees since 1990 and was hired by the Cubs in 1991.

Zimmer was the only first-time manager in the NL to receive any votes in 1991, and he received 23 first-place votes and 118 points from the panel of 24 NL writers to easily oust Roger Craig from San Francisco, who collected one first-place vote and 62 points.

Zimmer, 58, has been involved with professional baseball 40 years, but 1991 was his first season as a manager in the major leagues. He has managed the New York Yankees since 1990 and was hired by the Cubs in 1991.